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Dear Ambassadors,

Happy New Year from GCI!

GCI welcomes 2021 and embraces you with hopes and aspirations for a new beginning full of exciting new adventures ahead. 
We say goodbye to 2020, which was a challenging year indeed. We thank and take pride in each of you for your continued 
engagement with GCI and your never-ending passion for changing the world for the better.
 
After much consideration, GCI made the difficult decisions to cancel the Fellowship 2020 and Fellowship 2021 due to the 
health risks and safety concerns related to COVID-19. While we cannot wait to be back in-person in 2022, we have been 
motivated by the unique opportunity to develop new and exciting virtual offerings. Many of you joined us online throughout the 
year and kept inspiring us with your engagement and support.
 
During the summer, you participated in our Virtual Harkness®* Sessions and blew us away with your thoughtful insights. In 
October, we launched GoGCI, our much-anticipated online platform to connect all of you and other members of the GCI Family. 
Already we have over 70 Ambassadors, Seminar Educators, Mentors and former Teaching Assistants actively engaged on the 
platform. Since GoGCI launched, you have attended exclusive events through the platform including Virtual Hangout Sessions 
led by Ambassador Advisory Council members, a workshop with Kevin Zhen (2015, AAC) and a discussion and Q&A with 
Ambassador Samantha Power.
 
We are moved to see that no matter what life brings, you continue to shed light and beauty to your surroundings and make a 
positive impact by doing your part as an agent of positive change. We are grateful for all of you who continue to share your 
thoughts, accomplishments and updates with GCI as we are continuously inspired by your bright futures and commitment to 
bringing change to your local communities and to lead with a moral compass. 
 
As we continue to grow, expand our community around the world and try new things (like the GCI Global Challenge—the 
exciting virtual program that we will hold this year in lieu of in-person programming), we are also excited to continue to support 
you on your journeys as global citizens. Here’s to an amazing 2021 together!

Sincerely yours,

Yumi Kuwana
President and Founder

A Letter 
From Yumi
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In Honor of 
Haydn

Earlier this year we informed you of the tragic passing of Haydn Robarts, a GCI Ambassador from the Fellowship 
2017. Haydn had been diagnosed with brain cancer and passed away on May 19, 2020 at age 19, surrounded by 
his adoring family. We are deeply saddened by the loss of such a vibrant and promising global citizen and admire 
his grace and noble attitude in the face of such a challenge at such a young age. We take comfort in knowing that 
Haydn is no longer in pain and rests in peace.

Haydn was a much beloved son and brother, a great friend and a valued member of the GCI Community. He 
will forever be a GCI Ambassador and will be remembered as a powerful agent of positive change. Haydn was 
dedicated to doing what he could to better the world around him and exemplified all that GCI seeks to nurture in its 
Fellows. Those who knew Haydn can attest to the lasting impression of his kind manner and thoughtful words. GCI 
Staff and Ambassadors from 2017 came together to share their messages of hope and a powerful and touching 
video with Haydn during his final days and we invite you to learn more about this amazing young man through 
their reminiscences and insights. These remarkable compilations demonstrate how much it means to be a part of 
the GCI Family.

GCI concludes every Summit with a dinner to celebrate the bonds that were formed, the friendships that were made 
and the beginning of life-long membership in the GCI Community. We are pleased to announce that as of 2022, 
when the GCI Fellowship will return, this annual closing dinner will be called the Haydn Robarts Celebratory 
Dinner in honor of our dear friend whose brief life touched all who knew him.

Haydn’s strength and vibrancy reminds us that there is “light” even during the most difficult of times. We hope 
that honoring Haydn in this way will memorialize his hope for all of us—”live a life filled with joy, and try to 
consciously consider how to bring joy to the lives of those around you as well”—and will keep us on the 
path to a better tomorrow as we continue our endeavor and grow the GCI Family.

Y u m i  K u w a n a  &  H a y d n  R o b a r t s ,  C e l e b r a t o r y  D i n n e r  2 0 1 7

R e s t  i n  P e a c e ,  H a y d n

https://fb182705-b604-4996-8a20-64fd33907504.usrfiles.com/ugd/fb1827_e67edec02d4b4ec7a22b80772020f651.pdf
https://youtu.be/cg6xq20LdV4
https://youtu.be/cg6xq20LdV4
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Virtual 
Harkness® 

Sessions
Although GCI did not have the opportunity to hold the GCI Fellowship this year, 
we still dedicated this summer to realizing GCI’s vision of creating a global 
community where individuals embrace their unique, colorful stories and cultures. 
We held our successful, academically-focused Virtual Harkness®* Sessions for 
our Ambassadors and empowered our Ambassador Advisory Council (AAC) to 
host non-academic, cross-cohort “Virtual Hangout Sessions”. 

Our Virtual Harkness® Sessions were conducted over video conference, led by 
members of our GCI Faculty from Phillips Exeter Academy. The first sessions 
covered a range of topics about the coronavirus.

Dr. Eimer Page created an open dialogue with our AAC members about their 
individual experiences with lockdowns and about how they are pivoting from 
summer plans that were similarly affected by the coronavirus. During his session, 
Dr. Tom Simpson addressed the topics of ethics and leadership in the current 
climate, while providing our Ambassadors with an opportunity to explore what the 
world may look like on the other side of the pandemic. New GCI Faculty member, 
Kadeine Peterson, MS, introduced our Ambassadors to a more scientific-related 
conversation for her session, as they explored the question “Could we have seen 
this coming?” by learning about Lyme disease and using it as a model for study.

Our COVID-19 series concluded with guest speaker, Dr. Tavajay Campbell, 
Assistant Professor of Pharmacy Practice at Belmont University. Dr. Campbell 
led an engaging conversation where our Ambassadors explored the process of 
vaccine development and examined the pipeline for coronavirus vaccinations.

Our next sessions dove into environmental justice with Kadeine Peterson 
returning for a two-part discussion. During the first session, the conversation 
centered on global food insecurity and offered our Ambassadors the opportunity 
to share observations of their own communities. For the second session, Ms. 
Peterson guided participants in thinking about environmental sustainability, 
conservationism and justice/injustice; Ambassadors were again asked to share 
and analyze their own experiences.

We were incredibly moved by the conversations during each of the Virtual 
Harkness® Sessions. Ambassadors from every cohort joined us from all over the 
world and from different time zones, to engage in each conversation. From Tokyo 
to Mumbai to Tehran to Mombasa to London to Santiago and to our own backyard 
in Connecticut, our Ambassadors impressed us with all that they have learned 
about the world around them and all that they hope to contribute and improve.

A l a .  A z i z a .  C h a i t a n y a .  D a v i d  S .  D i a n e .  E l i f .  E l y e s . 
E u n i c e .  G i u l i a n a .  J e n n i e .  K e v i n .   K r i s s y .  L u c y .  M a k o 
M .  M a r i u s .  O s a s e n a g a .  P r a t i k a .  S a m a .  S o h i n i .  Ta k u n d a .

*Harkness is a registered trademark of Phillips Exeter Academy.
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GoGCI
The Online Platform for YOU

From GCI’s inception, Yumi has envisioned creating a virtual 
space where our global community could congregate, share, 
and connect. In October, we were thrilled to announce that 
dream is now a reality!

GoGCI is the new online platform for the GCI Family and our 
global network of agents of positive change! We are so excited 
to continue to empower you as part of our lifelong community 
with new connections and resources!

The GoGCI platform serves as a central hub for our community 
with a global directory, live feed and affinity groups, as well as 
access to high caliber workshops, speakers and professional 
opportunities.

Already we have over 70 Ambassadors, Seminar Educators, Mentors 
and former Teaching Assistants actively engaged on the platform. They 
have updated their profiles, shared on the live feed, searched and added 
to our Jobs & Opportunities directory, posted projects they are working 
on and much more!

GoGCI has also been an amazing venue for us to host exclusive events. 
In 2020, Yumi was able to offer office hours to Ambassadors through the 
platform. We were also able to empower the AAC to host more Virtual 
Hangout Sessions. Kevin Zhen (2015, AAC) led a workshop called “The 
Art of the Start” and taught us how he launched and scaled a number 
of successful ventures since his Fellowship year. In December, former US Ambassador to the United Nations Samantha Power 
joined us for an exclusive virtual discussion and Q&A, moderated by Ghada Amer (2014, AAC).

In the new year, we are looking forward to hosting more events, including more Yumi office hours for Ambassadors, a Discussion 
on Sustainability with Kumi Naidoo (South African human rights and environmental activist) and others!

For those of you who have already joined us online, we cannot wait to continue this adventure with you. For those who have not 
had the chance to get involved yet, make sure to check your email for the invitation or reach out to the GCI Team at   
info@globalci.org with any questions!

Our goal for GoGCI is to empower YOU and also create a safe, welcoming 
and meaningful space for all as GCI supports you on your journey as a global 
citizen!

https://go.globalci.org/
mailto:info%40globalci.org?subject=GoGCI%20Help%20Please
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A Discussion with 
Ambassador 
Samantha Power

The GCI Community finished 2020 on a high note with ‘A Discussion and Q&A with Ambassador Samantha Power’. The event took 

A b d a l l a h .  A l a .  A l q a i m .  A n a s .  A z i z a .  C h a i t a n y a .  D a v i d  S .  
D i a n e .  E l i f .  G h a d a  ( M o d e r a t o r ) .  G i u l i a n a .  H i d e h i k o . 
I d e r .  J a w e d .  J D .  K r i s s y .  K y l i e .  L u c y .  M a k o  M . 
O l u w a t i s e .  O m a r .  O n y i n y e c h i .  Ta k u n d a .  T r e v o r .  W i s d o m .
&  o v e r  1 5  o t h e r  G C I  C o m m u n i t y  M e m b e r s  i n c l u d i n g 
S e m i n a r  E d u c a t o r s ,  M e n t o r s ,  F a c u l t y ,  B o a r d  a n d  T e a m 

place on December 8th, 2020 and was 
hosted through the GoGCI platform. 

Over 40 members of our global GCI 
Community attended the discussion. 
From Japan to India to Jordan to 
the United States and Canada, 
Ambassadors virtually joined in 
to discuss the challenges facing 
diplomacy in an increasingly divisive 
world. 

Ghada Amer (2014, AAC) served 
as moderator, masterfully guiding a 
dialogue between Ambassador Power 
and the gathered GCI Ambassadors, 
Seminar Educators, Mentors and other 
community members. 

Over the course of an engaging hour 
of discussion, Ambassador Power imparted her thoughts on the value of investing in diplomatic relations, the role of the UN in 
meeting global challenges, the international agenda awaiting the incoming Biden/Harris administration, and why she remains an 
idealist, as well as reflected on her own experiences as a war correspondent and as the US Ambassador to the UN.

Ambassador Power cautioned that “the gatekeeper of action is not a lack of passion or compassion, but a sense of not feeling 
you can be of use”. She encouraged our Ambassadors to continue to be agents of positive change, and to look to those who are 
already taking action and those in need of action to find inspiration. 

We thank Ambassador Power for speaking with our community!

ABOUT AMBASSADOR SAMANTHA POWER:
Ambassador Power is the Anna Lindh Professor of the Practice of Global Leadership and Public Policy at Harvard Kennedy 
School and the William D. Zabel Professor of Practice in Human Rights at Harvard Law School.

From 2013 to 2017 she served as the 28th U.S. Permanent Representative to the United Nations, as well as a member of 
President Obama’s cabinet. She began her career as a journalist, reporting from places such as Bosnia, East Timor, Kosovo, 
Rwanda, Sudan, and Zimbabwe and has twice been named to TIME’s “100 Most Influential People” list. Power’s book, “A 
Problem from Hell”: America and the Age of Genocide won the Pulitzer Prize in 2003. Her most recent book is the New York Times 
bestseller The Education of an Idealist: A Memoir. 
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2019
Alicia. Amirali. Anna. Ava. Can. Chaitanya. Dina. Duc. Elyes. Eunice. Jennie. 
Karina Brunella. Kenzo. Kevin. Kimberly. Kosuke. Lucy. Luke. Milei. 
Mohammad. Nicole. Oluwatise. Osasenaga. Ranay. Rincheen. Sean. Takaya. Will.

2020 Matriculates
Alicia (Italy, UK) Parsons School of Design
Amirali (Iran) University of Cambridge
Anna (Japan, US) University of Pennsylvania
Ava (United States) Lawrence University
Chaitanya (India) George Washington 

University
Dina (Jordan, Ukraine) University of 

Debrecen
Duc (Vietnam) Swarthmore College (deferred)
Eunice (Hong Kong, Canada) University of 

Cambridge

Jennie (Japan, S. Korea) Wesleyan University
Kenzo (Japan, US) Pitzer College
Kevin (United States) California State 

University, Long Beach
Kimberly (US, Mexico) University of 

California, Los Angeles
Luke (UK, US) Durham University
Oluwatise (US, Nigeria) Princeton University
Rincheen (Nepal) Stanford University
Will (US, UK, Russia) Colby College
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I graduated from high school, and started my undergraduate 
journey at American University, Washington DC (online for 
now from New Delhi, India)!

       Chaitanya   *Class Agent
India

“Chaitanya is one of our newest Ambassadors, having just completed the GCI Fellowship in April. Like 
many in her Fellowship cohort, Chaitanya, graduated secondary school during the height of uncertainty 
of COVID-19. Her last exam was taken right before India imposed lockdowns nationwide and her summer 
plans to travel around her home country were cancelled indefinitely. Yet these disappointments have not 
stopped Chaitanya from making the most of her final summer before college!

Chaitanya organized herself and her friends to sort through their old textbooks and other books and donate 
them to local schools and students. She took time to explore all the virtual opportunities that American 
University in Washington DC–where she will be a college freshman in the fall– had to offer this summer. 
Chaitanya also applied for two different leadership programs at American University, the SPA Leadership 
Program and the Lincoln Scholars Program in Political Thought, and she was accepted into both.

The GCI Team was thrilled that Chaitanya participated in every one of GCI’s Virtual Harkness®* and Hangout 
Sessions to date. Beyond school, Chaitanya has caught up on her reading and spent time pursuing her 
artistic talents. She has also dedicated time to learning how to read and write in her mother tongue, Tamil.”

Above, a photo shared by Chaitanya for the 
August Eblast “GCI Ambassadors Share Their 
Summer 2020 Experiences”, with one of the many 

novels she read during the summer

Right, a sampling of 
Chaitanya’s summer art, 
also shared in the “GCI 

Ambassadors Share 
Their Summer 2020 

Experiences” Eblast

Chaitanya was featured in our August 2020 Eblast “GCI 
Ambassadors Share Their Summer 2020 Experiences”:
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Currently (October), Jordan’s COVID cases have 
skyrocketed and most of the schools went online again, 
including my school. My plans for making the bake sale 
happen are delayed and leading the art workshops is 
nearly impossible in my school right now because they 
are being cautious with whoever enters the school, even 
products from outside due to COVID prevention reasons. 
Currently, I’ve been brainstorming a couple ideas I could 
do virtually that could help the development of my project 
further. Until further notice from the school, I have no other 
choice but to postpone some of my ideas.

Dina
Jordan, Ukraine

My “Glocal” Service Project showed me many facets 
of life that I would not have seen otherwise. Having 
settled down with my GSP, now I am preparing for 
U.S. colleges. Everyday is filled with self-analysis 
and essays, and I feel like I am opening up another 
facets of my life again.

From September 6, I handed over my presidency 
post to the junior in my school, because my project 
centers its focus on a school, and we need to carry 
it on to the next generation to be sustainable. I will 
continue to be part of this project as a member of 
MONDE and get involved in improving the quality of 
the service.

Takaya
Japan

Our Fellowship 2019 GSP Seed Funding Competition
 Co-Winners Were Awarded $750 Grants Each:

Above, some of the pots from Dina’s 
“Glocal” Service Project ArtivismJO

Right, book collecting and sorting with 
Takaya’s GSP MONDE

https://www.globalci.org/post/gspseedfunding-fellowship2019
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Since I completed the GCI Fellowship, my life literally changed. Today, I received 
my first college acceptance letter from the Asia Pacific University in Japan. I will be 
pursuing a bachelor of Business Administration there.

Elyes
Tunisia

I spent 2020 in Tokyo, Japan while taking remote classes online. This year, I graduated 
high school and finished up my first semester at Wesleyan University from Tokyo, 
Japan! Outside of school, I perfected my egg tart and tiramisu recipe, did some 
exploring around Japan (I highly recommend Hakone), started learning Korean, and 
interned at two wonderful companies that have ignited my interests in sustainability, 
public policy, and politics.

Jennie
Japan, South Korea

Above, a photo from Eunice’s matriculation

I’m delighted and honored to have begun my undergraduate 
studies in the Human, Social, and Political Sciences at 
the University of Cambridge on a full scholarship from the 
Hong Kong Jardine Foundation, with Ms Yumi’s generous 
and invaluable support. As a first-year representative of 
The Wilberforce Society, the UK’s oldest student think-
tank, I have been organizing the climate change panel for 
the annual Conference, and will begin writing the Green 
Finance Research Paper with my teammates. I am also 
excited to be part of the Cambridge University United 
Nations Association’s SDG Policy Unit, which offers policy 
proposals to the Cambridge City Council. The knowledge 
and experience I have gained from my Glocal Service 
Project has been indispensable, for which I am very 
thankful!

Eunice
Hong Kong, Canada
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Bottom Left, Lucy at the Canadian Conservation Corps 
Bottom Right, Lucy’s graduation photo

These last few months have been very hectic and it has been very difficult to adjust 
to being on lockdown. Unfortunately, my GSP has been greatly affected since we 
have not been attending school and we might not go back for the rest of the school 
year. Some of our plans included hosting a meeting with different stations that allowed 
students to create self-care kits and hosting a lunch activity so that students could get 
more information on mental health. My friends and I are currently looking for other 
ways to reach out to our peers and realized that the best way to do this is by spreading 
mental health information and resources through social media.

Kimberly
United States, Mexico

I graduated from UWC ISAK Japan! I safely travelled home from Japan to Denman 
Island, and then to Alberta for a 3-month volunteering placement. I started a Wildlife 
Camera project monitoring the health and habits of species including elk, moose, 
black bear, brown bear, and beaver :) Spent 2020 in Japan and two provinces in 
Canada (BC and Alberta). I spent time at boarding school, with my mom and brother, 
in Vancouver with my grandma, living on my own for 3 months while volunteering in 
Alberta, and even stayed with my aunts for a bit. 

Lucy   *Class Agent
Canada
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As this year forced many of us to do, I made a pivot in 
my activities with school and work. Initially, I worked to 
update my website for my GSP. Then, I decided to launch 
a new part of project that fit the requirements of social 
distancing. I came up with the idea for the Think Before 
You Throw challenge, which so far has been promoted as 
a community service opportunity for the students at my 
school. Participants in the challenge record how much 
waste they produce over a two week period, then I give 
them feedback based on their data collection on how they 
can best reduce their landfill footprint. So far the number 
of participants has grown to 25 in 2 months, but I’m looking 
to pitch my challenge to my neighborhood association and 
my city’s department of zero-waste planning.

  Osasenaga   *Class Agent
United States, Nigeria

Top, follow consciouswastedecision on Instagram 
for more details on Osasenaga’s GSP
Bottom, a recent photo of Osasenaga

2020 has been good for me. After being abroad for the first trimester of senior year, I 
got to come back on campus, take interesting classes, be with my friends and meet 
new friends. It was a good time. College decisions turned out really well which was 
exciting. My family surprised me with a graduation celebration which was so cute. 
Over the summer, I found so many new TV shows to watch and I got a job at a tutoring 
center. My university went remote for the fall, so I went with my dad to Nigeria. While 
I was in Nigeria, I got to see my friends. It was so fun because I surprised them after 
being away for three to four years. Spent 2020 in Houston, Texas. I went from being 
an Exonian to a Princetonian. 

Oluwatise
United States, Nigeria
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2018
Abby. Adya. Alexander. Alexandra. Alqaim. Anas. Andy. Birk. Diane. Eita.  
Elizabeth. Emiri. Jae. Khue. Louis. Maile. Maria Vitoria. Milgo. Osama. 
Pratika. Rawad. Sama. Shelzy. Skylar. Tanner. Tsetsen. Vivian. Zaid.

2020 Matriculates
Abby (United Kingdom) New York University
Adya (India) University of St Andrews
Alex (Netherlands, US) New York University
Eita (US, Japan) Babson College
Jae (United States) Barnard College
Maile (United States) The University of British Columbia
Maria Vitoria (Brazil) Dartmouth College
Milgo (Somaliland, US) University of Pennsylvania
Osama (Iraq) San Francisco State University
Skylar (United States) Dartmouth College
Zaid (Jordan) The University of Jordan
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I have decided to double major in Economics and History as I so enjoy my history 
classes. I am also currently (April) working with the Clinton Global Health Access 
Initiative’s +$4 billion health finance program as an associate consultant. I wrote an 
article the was published in the Columbia Economics Review. 
Kluge International Scholar; Columbia College Student Ambassador; Director of 
Business, Columbia Economics Society.

*Class Agent        Alqaim
Tanzania

Birk   *Class Agent
United States

I have been doing some work this year on the jail system in North 
Carolina, while I continue my studies at Duke.

Development Impact and Technology Investment Specialist Intern at 
the U.S. International Development Finance Corporation

Alex
United States, Venezuela

I am currently finishing up my first semester here at Babson College. In one of my 
classes here, we have an opportunity to start our own business venture, which is 
really exciting! It has already been more than two years since the Summit—time really 
flies. To this day, I am still grateful for the experiences and perspective that I gained 
there; it has shaped me to become a more conscious global citizen.

Eita
Japan, United States

Khue   *Class Agent
Vietnam

COVID delayed my travel plans for a while, but the situation in 
Vietnam was pretty clear in July, which allowed me to finish those 
travels. I will probably take another gap year to travel more and do 
some more volunteer work.
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I spent most of the time with friends discovering new 
places around Jordan. Participated in new research about 
mental health of medical students. Participated in new 
research about eco-friendly masonry blocks that limits the 
use of cement and CO2 production.

Zaid
Jordan

When universities across the U.S. moved classes online, 
within 24 hours I moved back home to Mumbai, India, 
and I completed my freshmen year online. During my 
summer, I decided to begin working on a project that had 
been my dream for years. it was what I had wanted to do 
when I applied to GCI , but found it to be too much for 
my fellowship. I started a business, called The Circulation 
Mission creating reusable, everyday products from 100% 
Recycled Plastic. Our products are handcrafted and one 
of a kind . We launched on 14th December and I’m ending 
2020, looking forward to growing this venture which aims 
to consider, people, planet and profit in our measures of 
success.

Pratika
India

A few hours ago (April 2020), the governor of my state, 
Sir Ben Ayade, named me as his Personal Assistant, 
Technical (Data Management). As a result, I am now the 
youngest political appointee in Nigeria.

Louis
Nigeria

Above and Below, Khue, Diane (2018) and Alex 
P (2018) on a virtual GCI Community Chat and 
Pratika during a Virtual Harkness®* Session 

earlier this year

*Harkness is a registered trademark of Phillips Exeter Academy.
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2017
Abdallah. Catherine. Daniel. Elif. Gianna. Giuliana. Haydn. Ider. Joe. Karla.  
Kelsey. Kemmia. Konstantina. Kuzivakwashe. Kylie. Mako. Marius. Masa. Matt. 
Norzin. Obaidullah. Omar. Omowunmi. Paulo. Sydney. Taylor. Trevor. Yue.

Spent 2020 in Jordan.

Abdallah
Jordan

Spent 2020 at UC 
Berkeley, in Berkeley, 
CA. Elif was appointed 
to the Ambassador 
Advisory Council this 
year.

Elif       *AAC
Turkey, United 
States
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    Giuliana *AAC
Chile, Canada

Happily finishing the first semester of my second year at 
the University of Toronto! I spent most of this year back 
home in Chile which was a blessing and a curse in many 
ways, but I got an extra year living with my family so that 
is a perk. Had the chance to get involved in a box project 
back home called ‘Una Caja, Un Amigo’ which made 
bi-weekly food boxes for people who were impacted by 
quarantine and had no resources to pay for groceries. All 
in all, I am super excited for the new year (since this one, 
didn’t count) and I just can’t wait to be able to see all of 
you in a near future.

Right, Giuliana 
being a ‘tourist’ in 
her own country; 
this is a picture 
in Cerro Alegre, 
Valparaiso.. just 
an hour away from 

Santiago, Chile

Spent 2020 in New York and Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia

Ider
Mongolia

Giuliana was appointed to the 
Ambassador Advisory Council this 
year. She and Mako (2015, AAC) have 
led many of the GCI Virtual Hangout 
Sessions together.
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2020 was interesting to say the least, however I have had plenty of time to read, 
learn some new recipes, and adjust to online university life! Despite the challenges 
of COVID-19, I also ironically joined a wedding planning company as an intern. In 
addition to my Communication degree, I have added a double major in Sociology and 
a minor in Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management. Currently, I’m in the midst 
of writing applications for a study abroad exchange program in Wollongong, Australia 
and hope to be there for the Fall 2021 term.

Kemmia *Class Agent
United States

Spent 2020 in Washington DC. Attended the Ambassador Power GoGCI Event and 
asked the first question during the session.

Omar
Jordan

Above, Kylie, Elif, Abdallah and Trevor during virtual GCI Community Chats 
and Virtual Harkness®* Sessions earlier this year

*Harkness is a registered trademark of Phillips Exeter Academy.
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Sydney
Kenya
Sydney was featured in our August 2020 Eblast “GCI Ambassadors Share Their 
Summer 2020 Experiences”:

“Months before the pandemic swept across the world, Sydney had shipped 
20 computers and textbooks from Connecticut–where he attends Wesleyan 
University–to Kenya for the center he is establishing to help local students get into 
American universities. However, because of the coronavirus, his partners at home 
were unable to collect the shipment until June. Once local restrictions were lifted, 

they were finally able to set up the center. Although schools in Kenya are closed until January 2021, which makes 
their recruitment process more complicated, Sydney’s partners have nevertheless started to identify students to join 
the center. Currently, most of their efforts are focused on fundraising to be able to support double the number of 
students intended for next year.

“When not helping to organize the center from afar, Sydney also worked remotely as a Summer Analyst in Fixed 
Income at Morgan Stanley. With early starts and long days, he learned a lot throughout his internship and is excited 
to have been asked to return next year for another summer position at Morgan Stanley.

“Grateful for the tremendous opportunity that their internships provided them during these uncertain times, Sydney 
and some friends contributed to and raised money to buy food and supplies for distribution to the underprivileged 
in Kenya. They collectively raised US$750 (about 80,000 Kenyan shillings) and Sydney is excited about how much 
more they may raise in the weeks to come.”

Spent 2020 at the University of Notre Dame

Trevor
Uganda

Left, Sydney’s photo on the 
rotating digital display at 
Morgan Stanley’s headquarters 
in Times Square in New York 
City
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2016
Abigail. Abokor. Anwaar. Audrey. Bella. Bushra. David. Edward. Erica. Erik. 
Esmatullah. Jenny. JD. Kamel. Lara. Lawrence. Michelle. Molly. Nadine. 
Nancy. Philip. Robin. Roland. Saria. Sohini. Tomás. Wei Yang. Wisdom. 

2020 Graduates
Sohini (US, Japan) Sri Venkateswara College, BA (Hons) Political Science
Wisdom (United States) American University, BA International Relations
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David,  *AAC
United States
Continuing his studies at Georgetown. David was appointed to the Ambassador 
Advisory Council this year.

JD *Class Agent
United States
Spent 2020 in Washington DC & New York City. I will be working for a QR Code 
company called Flowcode after graduation in May 2021.

Pictures from David’s travels 
during junior year study 
abroad in Guatemala (left) 

and Japan (right)

Michelle *Class Agent, TA 2019
Mongolia, United States
This year I applied for and got accepted into the New School’s MA in Arts Management 
and Entrepreneurship program, which I will be completing in tandem with my Bachelor’s 
degree. I have written and directed plays on Zoom, including one that we have turned 
into a short film, and have continued to pursue my passions while navigating online 
classes. Currently, I am also producing and directing in the BIPOC 10 Minute Play 
Showcase and have just launched my own portfolio website.

Below, paintings done by Michelle and featured on her website

http://sites.google.com/view/michizayatumur
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Roland
Uganda
I am doing well. I am currently going to University of Rochester. I am studying computer 
science. I truly enjoy Computer Science. I was at Google this summer for an internship 
and participated in the Goldman Sachs Undergraduate camp two weeks after spring 
break.

Right, Wisdom’s graduation 
photo in front of the 

Washington Monument

Wisdom    *Class Agent
United States
I’m graduating from school at American University in a few days! (Dec 13) I’ve also 
recently accepted a full time offer to work in my Congressman’s office on Capitol Hill. 
Spent 2020 in Hawaii and DC!
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2015
Abdirahim. Alvin. Anna. Aziza. David. Eliza. Fabrice. Falih. Henry. 
Hidehiko. Jessica. Kevin. Laurel. Mako. Muslima. Nestor. Nuhamin. 
Patricia. Shinnosuke. Sydnie. Takunda. Tomas. Whitney. Yumeka.

2020 Graduates
Abdirahim (Somaliland) Brown University, 

Applied Mathematics
Aziza (Afghanistan, United States) Bryant 

University, Business Administration
David S. (United States) Columbia 

University, Sustainable Development and 
Economics

Eliza (United Kingdom) Trinity College 
Dublin, History and Political Science

Jessica (United Kingdom) BPP Law School, 
Graduate Diploma in Law

Kevin (United States) Yale University, East 
Asian Studies

Laurel (United States) University of 
Pennsylvania, Cinema and Media Studies

Nestor (United States) Stanford University, 
Symbolic Systems

Nuhamin (Ethiopia) Minerva Schools at KGI, 
Economics and Business

Patricia (United States) Cornell University, 
Policy Analysis and Management

Sydnie (United States) Swarthmore College, 
Sociology and Anthropology

Takunda (South Africa, Zimbabwe) 
University of Notre Dame, Business 
Analytics and Political Science
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Started working at Bain & Company

Abdirahim
Somaliland

Spent 2020 at home in Connecticut. Moved to Dubai working in educational 
empowerment of youth in the Gulf region and beyond.

David *AAC, TA 2017 and 2018
United States

Started  a new project with some friends and friends of friends called “Future Africa”, 
focused on building a tight-knit community of Africans who have genuine interest in 
improving public governance in their communities.

Graduated from Notre Dame and started full-time at Goldman Sachs in Salt Lake City, 
Utah.

Takunda *AAC, Class Agent, TA 2018
South Africa, Zimbabwe

Right, Takunda 
socially distanced 
with Obaidullah (2017)
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   Kevin *AAC
United States

Kevin was featured in our August 2020 Eblast “GCI 
Ambassadors Share Their Summer 2020 Experiences”:

“When Kevin flew home to Miami for spring break, he 
thought he was about to set off for Amsterdam and then 
return to finish his senior year at Yale University, as 
planned. Then, travel bans and flight restrictions to Europe 
were put into place. Kevin never got to go to Amsterdam, 
and he didn’t get to return to school to complete his last 
semester either.

While at home, Kevin decided to use the skills he has 
already developed as an entrepreneur to help young 
students in the new school-from-home environment. 
Kevin started ZhenEd to help teach 7th to 10th graders 
how to design and launch their own businesses, social 
enterprises, movements and projects, just as Kevin has 
been doing ever since participating in the GCI Fellowship 
in 2015.

Through his network, Kevin has had over 130 students 
from Canada, South Korea, China and 30 states in the US 
attend his ZhenEd Webinar and ZhenEd Incubator. The 
Webinar focuses on teaching students how to plan and 
explore ideas through weekly group classes, while the 
Incubator aims to have each student execute their project.

During this time, Kevin also graduated from Yale University, 
attended weekly online dance sessions and continued to 
figure out his next steps, including planning fall and winter 
offerings of his Webinar and Incubator.”

Kevin also hosted an exclusive GoGCI webinar workshop: 
“The Art of the Start: How to Launch a Successful 
Venture”. His newest venture has been his YouTube 
channel dedicated to helping high schoolers around the 
world develop the necessary skills to succeed in 9th grade 
and beyond.

Top, ZhenEd’s Summer Incubator
Middle, Kevin: Teaching the Next Generation

Bottom: A ZhenEd online class

https://kevinzhen.com/zhened
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVUmMgbE92YeVtOAa3JZcuA?view_as=subscriber
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVUmMgbE92YeVtOAa3JZcuA?view_as=subscriber
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Spent 2020 at my university in Tokyo, but sadly I spent 
most of my time at home this year. I got a job offer from 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan. I will start working 
next April.

Hidehiko
United States

Spent 2020 in Tokyo, Japan, attending Keio University. 
Finishing my long journey of job hunting, writing my 
final thesis on the efficiency defense in mergers and 
acquisitions.

       Mako   *AAC, Class Agent
Japan

Below, February Ambassador Round Table in Tokyo with Hidehiko, Mako I (2017), 
Mako M, Kenzo (2019), Keiko Ono (GCI Mentor & Inspirational Speaker), Yumi Kuwana, 

Jurin (2014) and Jennie (2019), joined on video by Lucy (2019)
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2014
Abhishek. Akihiro. Ala. Asrat. Derek. Eden. Elianne. Fabiola. 
Ghada. Heather. Jawed. Joanne. Juhaku. Jurin. Karishma. Kristen. 
Marisa. Mikel. Nhi. Nicholas. Noa. Onyinyechi. Pierre. Sao.

2020 Graduates
Ghada (Jordan, United States) Harvard University, Joint Bachelor of Arts, Government and 

Studies of Women, Gender & Sexuality
Marisa (Japan, United States) Cornell University, Bachelor’s Degree, Animal Science with a 

minor in Nutrition and Health
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The highlight of 2020 was for me definitely living with Corona virus. I’m also working 
on my thesis project which is designing a visitor center for an archaeological site. With 
this, I aim to show the locals the value of their site and help to improve tourism and 
economy. Spent 2020 in Tehran, Iran.

Ala  *Class Agent
Iran

Photos from Ala from the month Tehran was in 
semi-lockdown. Ala and friend went to discover her 

neighborhood’s contemporary architecture buildings 
and took photos to have a record of them

Ghada *AAC, TA 2017 and 2018
Jordan

Ghada currently serves as an Analyst for the law firm Kobre & Kim, based in the 
Washington, D.C. office.
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I am continuing my studies at Tokyo University Law 
School and will take the bar in 2022. I enjoy the classes 
and content for law.

Jurin
Japan

Karishma
*AAC, Class Agent, TA 2016

Kenya

So excited to be working on the launch of a conversation 
between the Pan African Creative Exchange, the Nairobi 
Musical Theatre Initiative and the Kampala International 
Theatre Festival

A notable highlight this year has been a major focus of my 
work on curtailing the impact of COVID-19 in countries I 
cover at the IMF. One recent example was disbursement 
of $396 million to Jordan to respond to this pandemic. In 
addition, I have been increasing my volunteering work 
in D.C. whereby I take part in mentoring underemployed 
and/or unemployed individuals in the DMV area. My last 
mentee was an international development specialist who 
has recently moved from Nepal to the US and is navigating 
a different job market. And, my mentor - who is native to 
the DMV - is a peace corps returnee who wishes to pivot 
to the technology field. 

Jawed
Afghanistan

Left, March Ambassador Round 
Table in Tokyo with Mako I (2017), 
Mako M (2015), Hidehiko (2015, 
Takaya (2019) and Marius (2017, 
not pictured)
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Krissy    *AAC, TA 2017 and 2019
United States
This year was a few steps forward and a few steps back, with my greatest highlights 
being involved in the Black Lives Matter protests, joining in on virtual Harkness and 
Hangout sessions with my fellow Ambassadors, and the many books I devoured while 
enjoying a bit of socially distanced rest in the most rural parts of Maine. Pandemic 
related layoffs from my former company (Agios Pharmaceuticals) have me back in the 
job hunt, and I’m feeling optimistic about my next adventure. I’m glad to say in touch 
and be inspired by you all!

While 2020 has been quite a year, my main goal was to 
make the most of all the blessings I have, whether it be my 
studies, my friendships, or my family. We even welcomed 
a new furry Goldendoodle best friend, Mabel! 

I am both nervous and excited to say that I am graduating 
early this winter from college. From graduating early to 
turning 22 early this month, I am currently working on 
accepting how old I’m getting and how fast time goes. 

Starting January, I will be working as a medical assistant 
at an oculoplastics center in New York before attending 
medical school. I am very excited to have been given this 
opportunity to gain more of an understanding about the 
specialty, get clinical experience while simultaneously 
growing and learning “adult lessons” as an “adult” 
(whatever that means!). 

   Marisa *TA 2019 
Japan, United States

Spent 2020 in Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States

Ukay
*Class Agent, TA 2019

Nigeria

Right, Marisa and her new 
Goldendoodle best friend, Mabel
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Abigail Africa
Abokor Ismael
Anwaar Al Husban
Audrey Reyes
Bella DeVaan
Bushra Al-Sou'b
David Gomez, AAC
Edward Caffyn-Parsons
Erica Miner
Erik Novak
Esmatullah Zeerak
Jenny Ng
John Hock, CLASS AGENT
Kamel Kamour
Lara Caouki
Lawrence Li
Michelle Tumur, CLASS AGENT, TA
Molly Kalb
Nadine Khayyat
Nancy Wu
Philip Kuhn
Robin Playe
Roland Naijuka
Saria Samakie, TA
Sohini Chakrabarti
Tomas Cortes
Wei Yang Chew
Wisdom Matsuzaki, CLASS AGENT

2016
Abdirahim Mohamed, TA
Alvin Shing Chit Yu, AAC
Anna Manjun Li
Aziza Hamidi, TA
David Shepley, AAC, TA
Eliza Cudmore
Fabrice Ishimwe Kabera
Falih Al-Dulaimi
Henry Shapiro
Hidehiko Shigemasa
Jessica Arnold, AAC, TA
Kevin Zhen, AAC
Laurel Jaffe
Mako Matsuzaki, AAC, CLASS AGENT
Muslima Niyozmamadova
Nestor Cano
Nuhamin Mengistie
Patricia De Pauw
Shinnosuke Taniya, TA
Sydnie Schwarz
Takunda Rodney Ushe, AAC, CLASS AGENT, TA
Tomas Salazar, TA
Whitney Elmlinger
Yumeka Hirayama

2015
Abhishek Subba
Akihiro Takigawa
Ala Talebian, CLASS AGENT
Asrat Alemu
Derek Chung
Eden Giese
Elianne Paley
Fabiola Kabera
Ghada Amer, AAC, TA
Heather Lam
A. Jawed Sakhi, TA
Joanne Chan
Juhaku Okugawa
Jurin Okugawa
Karishma Bhagani, AAC, CLASS AGENT, TA
Kristen Truesdale, AAC, TA
Marisa Nakagama, TA
Mikel Merino
Nhi Ngo
Nicholas Baughan
Noa Siegel
Onyinyechi Ukaire, CLASS AGENT, TA
Pierre Duval, TA
Sao Sugimoto

2014

160 Ambassadors

Abdallah Al Khawaldh
Catherine Jara
Daniel Sequeira
Elif Sensurucu, AAC
Gianna Morano
Giuliana Bertoia, AAC
Haydn Robarts
Ider Bayar
Joe Bridges
Karla Gonzalez
Kelsey Gabriel
Kemmia Ghodrat, CLASS AGENT
Konstantina Christogianni, CLASS AGENT
Kuzivakwashe Mutsvangwa
Kylie Yeung
Mako Ishikawa
Marius Julius Seiryu Yo Schmich
Masa Kawasaki, CLASS AGENT
Matthew Roer
Norzin Dorji
Obaidullah Barakzai
Omar Zaatreh
Omowunmi Awelewa
Paulo Breitman
Sydney Ochieng
Taylor Walshe
Trevor Lwere
Yue Zhuo

2017
Abby Thayananthan
Adya Khandelwal
Alexander Kearns
Alexandra Prakke
Alqaim Lalani, CLASS AGENT
Anas Mahafzah
Andy Basaka
Birk McCaffrey, CLASS AGENT
Diane Okong’o
Eita Nakagawa
Elizabeth Madamidola
Emiri Hasegawa
Jae Grace
Khue Do, CLASS AGENT
Louis Okon
Maile Kuyper
Maria Vitoria Torres
Milgo Bulhan
Osama Abdulazeez
Pratika Nagpal
Rawad Maiteh
Sama Zoubi
Shelzy Rodriguez
Skylar Wiseman
Tanner Siu
Tsetsen Lkhagvajargal
Vivian Nga Laam Looi
Zaid Alamarat

2018
Alicia Corradini
Amirali Monshizadeh
Anna Komisarof
Ava Hillman
Can Ozcan
Chaitanya Venkateswaran, CLASS AGENT
Dina Dawod
Duc Dam
Elyes Laalai
Eunice Yanying Chong
Jennie Ebihara
Karina Brunella Tipismana Urbano
Kenzo Khoo
Kevin Belloso
Kimberly Rosales Castillo
Kosuke Saito
Lucy Dabbs, CLASS AGENT
Luke Remus Elliot
Milei Wyatt
Mohammad Makableh
Nicole Cortes
Oluwatise Okeremi
Osasenaga Idahor, CLASS AGENT
Ranay Sah
Rincheen Sherpa
Sean Zehnder
Takaya Maekawa
Will Hall-Tipping

2019
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Global Citizens Initiative is a 501(c)(3) non-profit, global 
social enterprise registered in Connecticut, United States. 
We empower young global citizens from all sectors of 

society to be lifelong leaders of positive change.

www.globalci.org

GLOBAL CITIZENS INITIATIVE


